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Fermi Dwarf Analysis

Dwarf Spheroidal Galaxies large amount of DM

Low Astrophysical Background

     photon flux

averaged annihilation xsec

photon flux

DM mass                         

                      Photon energy spectrum                        
                   Line of sight integral of DM density            

             



  

Spectrum

DM annihilates to various SM final states each with a characteristic photon spectrum



  

Fermi Analysis combine 15 dwarf's with largest 
J factors,  set 95% c.l. upper bound assuming 
100% annihilation into a single channel,e.g. b's

ArXiv:1503.02641



  

Choose DM mass and annihilation channel

Allow J factor to float with Least Log 
Likelihood cost 

Compare to null hypothesis no DM to set limit 
on upper bound of annihilation xsec in each 
bin with 95%~ LLL 2.71/2

Infer combined xsec limit



  

No spectral Fitting



  

Fermion Portal
Simplest EFT model: 1 operator 1 channel

Light DM For now consider annihilation to b, t and invisible channel

Allow visible total annihilation rate below the thermal rate
Without over-closing the universe

Dividing out by the total rate to define partial rate

get a constraint between the partial annihilation rates

First Fix the Annihilation rate as desired



  

Three Parameters and 1 constraint may be visualized 
                       on 2-D surface as triangle

The partial rates are saturated at the corners of the triangle

(0.6, 0.2,0.2)

(0.33, 0.33,0.33)



  

Pass 8 

.

Max exclusion improves by factor ~4 

order 10s GeV min mass bounds even for visible annihilation rates at 30% of thermal rate 



  

0% tops

30% tops

100% tops

70% tops

4 channels

Shown, slice with 70% ann into tops
Pass 7 data



  

EFT to Simplified Model

S channel vector S channel scalar

t channel scalar: 'fake SUSY'



  



  

Models with Interfering Channels
Gauge Boson Portal Models



  

Defining effective cut-ff

The constraint has the form

Fixing                   the coefficients sit on a hypersurface

The constraint no longer factorizes  multiple operators contribute to a single channel

A single operator coefficient contributes to multiple channels

To visualize parameter space we can fix total annihilation xsec.  We can vary DM mass 
And look at the hypersurface in effective coefficient space where the constrain is satisfies

Each point in parameter space has specific admixture of partial annihilation rates into 5 channels.
We add up the total flux and see if the point is excluded.



  

Red points ruled out
Surfaces in effective cut off space

DM mass = 10 GeV

Total annihilation rate 10x's thermal

Rate constraint is saturated
By low effective cut-offs

DM mass = 150 GeV
Rate constraint is saturated
By higher effective cut-offs

at low DM mass only g and g
channels kinematically accessible



  

DM mass bound

Ann. xsec

Let annihilation xsec vary over  the parameter
Space of effective operator coeff.

     Here 0% ann. into gluons



  

Compare LHC search to Indirect 
limit
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